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An introduction to Autoserve
Autoserve Ltd is part of the Aveto Group with 40 year’s of experience in the motor vehicle industry. As
an independent company we can act impartially on all matters, giving the best advice and seeking the
very best service level from our suppliers.
As major innovators in vehicle management, our strategy is to focus exclusively on the needs of our
business and private customers. To maintain this, all of our garages are contracted by way of discount
and service level agreements, which are legally binding, including guarantees on all workmanship and
spare parts.
Our staff have many years of technical experience and are professionally qualified in their own field
allowing them to maintain our high level of personal service. Our customers are provided with a 24/7
dedicated service, manned by our own staff who are able to respond immediately to customers’ needs.
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Autoserve’s challenge
The challenge for Autoserve Ltd is clear, to meet the changing demands for the future,
with the latest technology to complement the exciting new developments that are being
made by motor manufacturers and motor insurers; while maintaining the level of personal
service that is so important to our customers.

What is Autoserve’s Garage
Network?
Autoserve’s Garage Network has been launched as a preferred platform of garages for our

10,000+ drivers nationwide. Our aim is to create a national network of trusted and preferred garages
who provide fair pricing, outstanding service and take pride in their work.
In the future we aim to expand our network further and allow others, whether these are businesses or
individuals to tap into our network and book their vehicle/s directly into your garage through our
network - increasing your future potential custom even further.

What sort of bookings should I expect to receive from Autoserve’s Garage Network?
Autoserve’s Garage Network will accept a wide range of vehicle bookings from servicing and MOTs to
tyre replacements, warranty work* and cosmetic repairs.
As soon as your garage has been accepted onto the network, you will instantly become one of our
preferred garages in your area. You’ll also be allocated a dedicated account manager who is here to
help with any technical or IT issues if they were to arise.

*warranty work is limited to main dealer garages only.

Why should you join our Network?
There are many benefits to joining the Autoserve Garage Network.
Here are just a few.
- You will instantly become an Autoserve preferred garage.
- Our network of drivers currently has over 10,000 drivers and is growing each and every month.
- Your garage will become part of a new and innovate network of garages which has big and exciting
plans for the future.
- Set labour rates, MOT costs, oil prices, tracking adjusting and diagnostic fees between Autoserve and
your garage to keep things simple.
- You will be allocated a dedicated account manager to help with any bookings or queries.
- It’s free to join the Autoserve Garage Network with no fees for accepting work either.
- You don’t have to use 1Link, we can arrange bookings and authorisations directly with each other.

What are the requirements to join the Autoserve Garage Network?
In general, we do have a few requirements that our garages must meet. These include (but aren’t
limited to) ensuring that all technicians are qualified to at least NVQ level 3, IMI, or equivalent. Being
able to offer a collection and delivery service and/or offer customers a courtesy car free of charge.
Completing a full wash and vacuum on each vehicle (free of charge) and provide a warranty on all work
for 12 months or 12,000 miles from completion.
A fully detailed list of requirements and garage responsibilities is available from your Autoserve
Account Manager.
If you are interested in finding out more, or joining the Autoserve Garage Network, please give us a call
on 0121 521 3500 and we would be happy to discuss your garage and starting the joining process.

Garage Responsibilities
When joining Autoserve’s Garage Network, all garages must agree to the following terms and
responsibilities, this ensures all garages on our network are operating fairly and all of our customers
receive the same high standard service.

Before the vehicle gets to the garage
- All Technicians MUST be fully skilled to NVQ level 3, IMI, or equivalent.
- All costs on services/items such as; labour rates, MOT costs, cost of oil and diagnostic fees will be set
prior to the vehicle attending the garage, these set and agreed costs must be stuck to. If you wish to
make a charge to these set costs please contact your Autoserve Account Manager to discuss prior to a
customer’s vehicle being in your garage.
- You must offer either a collect & deliver service, free of charge within a 10 mile radius or supply a
courtesy car to our drivers, free of charge.
- You must accept or decline new bookings within 1 hour of notification on 1Link or after Autoserve’s
contact to your garage.
- Give all Autoserve Ltd & Autoserve Club Ltd vehicles workshop priority.
- You must update Autoserve when vehicle has arrived on site.

While the vehicle is in the garage
- You must gain authority from Autoserve prior to ANY work being carried out on the vehicle. This is to
ensure we, as Autoserve, will cover the work. If work is carried out by your garage prior to receiving
authorisation, Autoserve may refuse the work.
- On arrival the Agent MUST complete a “condition and damage report” form on ALL vehicles that enter
the premises. Where possible whilst in the presence of the driver or at the recovery agent’s premises.
- All servicing is to be carried out to manufacturer recommendations.
- The correct oils MUST be used – please refer to manufacturer instructions.
- For replacement parts, vehicles that are still within warranty you must use genuine parts. All parts MUST
be OE or OE equivalent quality as the vehicle may be covered by warranty. Vehicles that are out of
warranty please use The Parts Alliance subsidiaries. However you must gain authority from Autoserve
prior to ordering ANY parts.
- Record every vehicle’s reg and mileage via 1Link or emailed directly to Autoserve.

- Reset Service lights / messages when carrying out service.
- Update Autoserve immediately if the vehicle is not going to be completed the same day.
- If a vehicle is required to stay at the garage overnight, parking for vehicles MUST be safe and secure.

Contacting the driver and invoices/payment
- The MOT certificate and stamped service book to be supplied/returned to the driver.
- No health check reports or video reports are to be sent or shown to the driver, all reports must be
sent directly to Autoserve, unless instructed otherwise.
- No bills or invoices are to be sent to or shown to the driver. All bills and invoices are to be discussed
and sent directly to Autoserve. All invoices MUST match the agreed terms. Invoices sent with errors
may delay payment or in certain circumstances may be declined.
- Should a disagreement or doubt arise between Autoserve and the repairer’s request for
authorisation, Autoserve reserves the right to obtain a second opinion to evaluate the vehicle’s
condition and the repairer’s authorisation request.
- You must make Autoserve aware in advance of any cost change.
- Garage must advise Autoserve if the vehicle is covered or potentially covered by warranty or goodwill.
- You must not communicate any marketing material, including MOT or service reminders to our
drivers.

A full list of terms and garage responsibilities can be found in our Garage Network
Contract. You will be required to agree and sign a contract before successfully joining the
Autoserve Garage Network.

FAQs
I would like to join but I’m worried my garage doesn’t or can’t meet all of the requirements.
Please give Autoserve a call on 0121 521 3500, we’ll be happy to discuss.

A driver has come into the garage, said they have a contract with Autoserve but we haven’t had
any contact from you?
Please call Autoserve and supply the vehicle reg. We will then check our systems and authorisation or
decline any work depending on why the vehicle is in the garage.

I can’t find Autoserve on the 1Link system?
Please look under ‘Allstar’, we are listed as ‘Allstar - Autoserve’.

During the service/MOT we find faults with the vehicle, can we just repair/replace?
NO, contact Autoserve for authorisation before starting any work or further investigations.

The driver has requested us to fit/remove/store winter tyres or change winter tyres back to all
season/summer, can we do this?
Autoserve does not cover the cost of purchasing / fitting / storing of winter tyres. We also don’t cover
the cost of swapping winter tyres back to all season or summer tyres. The driver will be solely
responsible for this charge.

A vehicle’s tyres or brakes need replacing, can we do this?
You will need to contact Autoserve for authorisation before starting any additional work, such as
replacing or repairing tyres. Autoserve do not authorise any work relating to sidewall damage or the
fitting/replacing of winter tyres.

A driver has requested a copy of the invoice, can I give this to them?
No, please send all invoices to Autoserve. Autoserve will instruct if any different circumstances arise.

A driver is not happy that work hasn’t been authorised by Autoserve, can you contact them?
We will be more than happy to contact a driver and inform them why work on their vehicles has been
rejected. Please let us know if this arises and we’ll contact the driver.

How much will it cost me to join the network?
it’s free to join and use the Autoserve Garage Network!

I don’t have 1link, can I still join?
YES! Rather than accepting bookings and authorisations via 1Link we can call/email your garage directly to
arrange.

How many bookings can I expect to receive?
As we have drivers based all over the country it will depend on the postcode area of your garage/s and the
location of our drivers. The better service you offer and the happier our customers are, the more we will
use you!

Will Autoserve speak with the driver if I pass the phone over?
Yes we will however we prefer the driver to contact us directly to discuss any issues they may have.

For further information please contact
your Autoserve Account Manager
on 0121 521 3500 or email
info@autoserve.co.uk
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